.NET, Sharepoint, MS CRM, Azure, MSSQL BI development. Microsoft certified experts.

infius
Informatikai Kft.

We solve your .NET developer capacity problems
If you…


need professionals to do high quality work on time



have tasks for even a whole development team



need a reliable and flexible contractor you can always count on



support remote work

… outsource your development tasks!

You get experience
You can expect experts from us familiar
mainly in the following programming
languages, technologies, tools and products:

We adapt to your needs
It is not a problem for us to become familiar in an existing
system, and then fixing bugs, coding change requests or
developing new features in it.
We are also open to use new technologies. We have our
own proven agile or waterfall development process
methods, but if it is necessar y, we can easily adapt to
your procedures as well.

C#, ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, WPF,
WCF, WF, AJAX, jQuery, Entity Framework, Enterprise Library, Telerik and
DevExpress controls, JavaScript, HTML,
CSS, XML, JSON, XSD, MSSQL,
MSSQL Reporting Services, MSSQL Integration Services, OLAP, Visual Studio,
TFS, SVN, Git, Unit Testing, CodeSmith,
T4 templates, Web Services, IIS, Windows Service, Design Patterns, DDD,
TDD, OOP, Windows Cluster, Network
Load Balancing Services, Plumtree Portal,
MS CRM, MS Sharepoint, MS Biztalk,
MS Project, MS Office add-ins, Windows
Phone, UWP, Kendo, Angular, Bootstrap,
Office 365, Azure, Knockout, etc..

You can trust us
By working together, you can expect that
your interests are kept in mind. We do not
take another job, as long as you need us. If
one or two development needs are raised after
the project has already been closed, feel free
to call us, we will help. And of course we will
do everything to make you and your clients
fully satisfied.

Expert developers for specific tasks
If you are looking for a professional for a
specific role (eg. architect, development
lead, senior .NET developer, DB expert,
junior ASP.NET MVC programmer, test
engineer, etc.), you can select the best suited available expert fr om our team. Our
team has professionals with 1-20 years experience.

Shift the responsibility to us, and sleep quietly!
If necessary, you can entrust the entire development project to us:
requirement and functional specification, system design, implementation, testing, bug fixing, performance tuning, application
maintenance and support.

TÓTH Gergely
managing director, partner
+36 70 3122182
gergely.toth@infius.hu

Solutions for the business
We mainly develop custom business applications and systems for the following
industries:


banking and finance



telecom



production and distribution



education



healthcare



media

BERNÁTH Attila
managing director, partner
+36 70 3122183
attila.bernath@infius.hu
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